OVERVIEW
JEWEL NIGHTCLUB
AT ARIA RESORT & CASINO

Spanning more than 24,000 square
feet of precisely designed space,
JEWEL is as inviting as it is evocative;
a rare ambient delight that must be
experienced to be appreciated.
Whether the headliner is a world
class DJ or performer, JEWEL offers
a multi-faceted experience for each
guest and every event.
JEWEL boasts a style that
complements the modern luxury
aesthetic of ARIA, while including
elements that are altogether unique.
The talented Rockwell Group,
known for their seamless integration
of technology and handcrafted detail,
created the visual narrative
for JEWEL.
Over 1,400 square feet of
architectural LED ribbons offer
a vibrant counterpoint to vintage
parquet detailing and richly tufted
VIP banquettes.
Five themed VIP suites with custom
amenities circle the mezzanine
for more intimate gatherings.
Throughout the nightclub, lush
layers of textures, fabric and finishes
embellish every facet of JEWEL.

When you’re ready to let the music
move you, JEWEL presents a gift.
In the main club just above the dance
floor, distinctive LED ribbons crown
the action as they contour the pillars
and walls pulsing with the rhythm.
This convergence of sight and sound
creates an immersive space from which
to admire the ambiance,
and one another.

Just behind the DJ booth,
a mesmerizing wall of light
technology shape-shifts and shines,
synchronizing the experience and
culminating with a feast for
the senses.

A DISTINCT VENUE
CUT & POLISHED TO PERFECTION

JEWEL’s design offers an
unprecedented experience of clear
views and close proximity to all
the action. Vantage points in every
direction mean that you can always
see, and be seen.

ENTRANCE
JEWEL sparkles from first glance,
and invites you to go beyond what
you see. A commanding staircase
bathed in LED screens displaying
a multitude of abstract and themed
images leads guests to the mezzanine
level, morphing both architectural
and technological designs to deliver
an unexpected view of the dance floor
below for both VIPs and guests alike.
With each step and on every stair, you
are greeted with subtle pulsing light
that beckons you onward and upward.

MAIN CLUB
JEWEL’s luxurious main floor is the
soul of this intimate venue and its
inviting dance floor shines brightly
under a stunning prism of lights.
This unique illuminated art piece
shines along with the rhythm of the
crowd for a thoroughly immersive and
unexpectedly palpable experience.
The main floor also boasts a dynamic
DJ wall which continuously displays
colorful lightscapes that inspire
movement and revelry. Just beyond
the dance floor, one can discover
a whole new scene at our spacious
vintage bar. The main club bar, a
fresh interpretation of contemporary,
industrial design, highlights the
beauty and texture of simple,
luxurious materials. Custom-crafted
from granite and wood and enclosed
in a variegated herringbone pattern,
the bar sits perched within the main
club in front of an intricately designed
antique wallcovering complementing
the vintage parquet detailing. In the
center of the action, surrounding the
dance floor, you’ll find VIP tables for
the ultimate JEWEL party experience.

MEZZANINE
JEWEL’s mezzanine level is home to five stunning private skybox suites that offer impressive amenities and services. Each skybox suite, thoughtfully positioned
to deliver extensive views of the action below, features exclusive entrances for VIP guests. Guests can keep things intimate in a single suite, or adjoin a few to
accommodate larger groups.
Take a glance from the mezzanine down to the dancefloor to discover pristine views of the world-class talent performing, just for you. Be a part of the action
while taking in the sights and sounds of JEWEL from an elevated view.
With ribbons of LED lighting overhead, rich sonic textures and lush, artful lighting, your senses will be flooded – and your perception of nightlife will
be changed forever.

DESIGN
The aesthetic of our rare and
precious JEWEL was created by
the talented Rockwell Group in
tandem with Hakkasan Group;
the same team who was behind
OMNIA Nightclub. With offices
in New York, Madrid and Shanghai,
Rockwell focuses on creating a
unique narrative for each space,
and then telling that story - from the
big picture to the last detail - through
inventive design.
The Rockwell Group is known
for their seamless integration of
technology and handcrafted detail,
and this amazing synergy is evident
throughout JEWEL’s every facet.

SOUND
TECHNOLOGY
Global entertainment venues like
the Hollywood Bowl, Coachella
Festival and the Guangzhou
Opera House in China rely on
L-Acoustics for superior sound.
Not coincidentally, artists including
Justin Timberlake and The Rolling
Stones do too. When assembling
the team for JEWEL, L-Acoustics
was first choice to envision and
engineer our audio technology
and establish sonic superiority.
The result is a signature sound with
unparalleled quality.

LIGHTING & VIDEO
The man behind lighting and sound
effects for Lady Gaga, U2, R.E.M,
David Bowie and OMNIA Nightclub
is also the genius behind JEWEL’s
artistic lightscapes. For OMNIA,
Willie Williams created a convergence
of sight and sound never before
experienced in the club environment;
with JEWEL he has taken this vision
to the next elegant and inspired level.
Williams integrated 1,400 square feet
of LED lighting throughout JEWEL
- including flexible LED - threaded
seamlessly into the environment in
a way that makes high tech seem like
the most natural companion to
classic design.

VIP SKYBOX SUITES
THE BLIND TIGER
As the doors of a custom carved wood
armoire are opened, guests step into
a speakeasy hideaway. Surrounded
by plush leather seating, wood
paneled walls, and amber lighting
all reminiscent of the speakeasies
of days past. This exclusive suite
transports you to a time when secrets
were the key to an unforgettable night
- and where the forbidden beckoned
to those who dared to find it.
THE STUDIO
This is nightlife, remixed. The
velvet lined walls are decked with
vintage albums, displayed on unique
custom-built shelves, and pay homage
to some of the greatest artists in
music history. With a distinctive
music-inspired mural spanning an
entire wall, and icons all around,
The Studio provides a decadent
VIP experience for your group.

VIP SKYBOX SUITES
CONTINUED

THE G.O.A.T. SUITE
A sports lover’s dream awaits behind
a vault door; The G.O.A.T., also
known as Greatest of All Time.
Classic memorabilia paired with
contemporary artist interpretations of
momentous sports moments line the
walls of this awe-inspiring lounge.
THE GALLERY
Elevate nightlife to an art form in
The Gallery. With precisely curated
walls of fine art photography inspired
by European salons, this suite
sets the tone for an indulgent VIP
experience. Rich leather seating in
a deep wine hue, tasteful lighting,
and porcelain floors complement the
visual palette of this refined suite.
THE PRESTIGE SUITE
The Prestige provides an experience
of pure opulence. The champagne
hued décor features floor-toceiling tufted walls and plush tufted
seating, complemented by the warm
glow of an elegant, polished brass,
beaded chandelier. This suite is the
optimum setting for a VIP evening
rich with glamour and bubbly.
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CONTACT
For private or corporate event buyout opportunities
for groups of 250 - 1,900 guests, please contact
Hakkasan Group’s Event Management Department
PHONE / 702 853 4342
EMAIL / SALES@JEWELNIGHTCLUB.COM
WEB / JEWELNIGHTCLUB.COM

